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Cloud Trends 
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Global Cloud computing market size will grow from current $40.8 billion 
to $241 billion in 2020 (Source: Forrester) 
 

By 2014, the typical IT infrastructure for today’s 
customers of IT outsourced services will rely on Cloud 
computing for more than a third of their IT resource base  
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PwC’s Global Information Security Survey shows more than four 
out of ten respondents report their organisations use Cloud 
services  
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Worldwide spending on Cloud computing to increase to 
nearly $150 billion by 2014 (Source: Gartner) 

Cloud computing is a fast growing market that is shifting the way our clients address 
business and IT issues 

As with any change, there is uncertainty. 
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Background - Types of security breaches that are 
occurring 

Threats from outside, denial 
of service, phishing and 
identity theft all common 
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“Most serious breaches 
result from failings in a 
combination of people, 
process and technology; it’s 
important to invest in all 
three aspects.” 

PwC Information Security Breaches Survey 
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Business ecosystems create both opportunity and 
risk  

Slide 5 

 

• Increase in technology 
reliance 

• Built on trust and 
collaboration 

• Information and data 
ubiquity throughout 

 

 

• New and advanced 
adversaries take advantage of 
the above characteristics 
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A highly fluid risk and threat profile is now 
common 
Businesses are seeing their exposure to security and 
privacy risks become very hard to track: 

• Several technologies are changing vulnerability and 
control approaches 

• Traditional security controls and approaches are 
widely regarded as being behind the curve 

• The interconnection to and from third party 
systems is increasing and becoming more business 
critical 

• Including Cloud Providers 

• The threat environment – hactivism, widespread 
use of social media, user expectations and IT – 
raises several issues 

• "the reality of a network of interactions 
creates events which are saturated in 
uncertainty“ – UCL Institute for Security and Resilience Studies 
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Operating in an “Assumed State of Compromise” 

Slide 7 

Clients are adjusting their security posture which anticipates a security 
breach/compromise has occurred or is underway.   

They are evolving their approach to secure intellectual property and sensitive information with new 
and improved security capabilities. 

Cyber Evolution: 
A new holistic approach 

 

Increased volume and 

complexity plus greater 

difficulty detecting attacks and 

their associated impact is 

driving enterprises to adopt a 

new approach to security. 
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Cloud Security and Compliance 
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Results of recent PwC survey 

Half of organisations with externally hosted services believe 
these are critical 
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Security strategy and governance  
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Cloud Computing – Risk domains 
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TRANSITIONING (IN AND OUT) COMMERCIAL AND LEGAL 

 What guarantees are being provided with regards 
to: performance, confidentiality, integrity and 
availability (both content and infrastructure)? 

 Who is liable if things go wrong and what are the 
remedies (damages may not reflect lost intellectual 
property or reputation)? 

 Is there a right to audit and against what 
standards? 

 Are there appropriate segregation of duties and are 
roles and responsibilities clear? 

 Are you clear on the rights of use and ownership of 
data? 

 Are there any penalties in the contract for data 
breaches? 

 

GOVERNANCE AND CONTROL INFORMATION SECURITY 

 What should and should not be put into the cloud 
and what are the related risks? 

 Is there valuable intellectual property that needs 
additional protection? 

 Have provisions been made for data escrow and 
recovery? 

 Do you have the right specialist staff to manage 
the transition? 

 Is data destruction covered by the provider's 
policies? 

 Have you identified potential alternatives and 
define possible migration strategy? 

 What support is provided to help identify data 
breaches? 

 Is electronic discovery supported e.g. are audit 
trails, metafiles and logging provided? 

 Does your provider supply details of their policies, 
procedures and processes (their information 
security management system)? 

 Does the provider undergo regular and 
independent risk assessments? 

 Do you know where your data will be located? 

 Does the provider share virtualised environments 
and practice data partitioning? 

 Are you aware of data transfer processes and 
accountability? 

 What guidelines are in place for the use of Cloud 
Computing within your organisation? 

 Is the I.T. organisation in a position to identify 
and control business access to the cloud? 

 How do you maintain enough control to ensure 
compliance (e.g. who is holding data and where is 
it held)? 

 Are individuals (staff and your customers) aware 
that their data is stored in the cloud and what are 
the potential liabilities? 

Four key risk  

domains 
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Security must work with, rather than block, 
adoption 

PwC have adopted a 
industry-derived 
model (based on the 
Information Security 
Forum research) for 
the understanding 
and taxonomy of 
security, privacy and 
trust issues in the 
deployment, 
provision or 
consumption of cloud 
services 

• Ignorance - Cloud solutions are already used, but without 
management knowledge or approval 

• Ambiguity - Contracts for cloud services are made (often by the 
business) with little concern for security requirements 

• Doubt - Insufficient assurance about security arrangements at 
cloud providers 

• Legality/Trespass - Failure to acknowledge or address legality of 
information flows and cross-border issues of e.g. personal data, 
credit card data, government data 

• Disorderly security - Information placed in the cloud may not 
always be classified correctly, stored appropriately or destroyed 
completely 

• Failure to prepare - Failure to move to an enterprise security 
architecture which supports secure use of cloud services 

• Complacency - Full availability is assumed – but a variety of 
incidents can and do cause cloud outage in practice 
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The reality of cloud computing 

• Cloud sprawl 

• Cloud integration issues 

• Cloud portability and 
interoperability 

• Cloud vendor lock-in 

• Designing and migrating 
applications to appropriate 
Cloud models 

• Shadow IT, hidden clouds 
and costs 

 

 

Businesses must consider their, 
or their cloud provider’s, ability 
to: 

• adapt contracts 

• ensure client separation 

• prevent cross-client impacts 

• conduct testing 

• withstand service outage/loss 

• perform forensic activities 

• extract data 

• gain assurance around 
locations/flows 
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Other considerations 

• Right to audit may be limited 

• Issues of unstructured data and data sprawl may be magnified in 
Cloud environments 

• Legal hold 

• E-discovery 

• Chain of custody 
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Results of recent PwC survey 

33% of large organisations require 
breach notification from service 
providers 

36% of large organisations ensue that 
data remotely held is encrypted 

49% of large organisations obtained 
rights to audit the remote provider’s 
security 

19% for small organisations 30% for small organisations 9% for small organisations 

Keeping tabs on service providers role in ensuring privacy 
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Summary 
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Interactions between cloud, mobility and other 
hot topics 

Provision of 
hosted/one-
stop-
shop/external 
services to 
customers 
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Greater 
reliance on 
self/third-

party 
provision of 

IT 

Greater reliance on external services , 
processing and data storage 

 

 

 

A different approach 
to assurance 

New ways of 
working 

Different 
communication 
structures 

Increasing volumes 
of data, more 

sources and more 
uses 
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Some closing thoughts for you ... 

1. A blocking stance to cloud (and related topics like mobility and social 
media) is unlikely to be a tenable long term security/privacy/compliance 
strategy 

2. How well understood and managed are business and technical data flows ? 

3. Information may already be held externally and/or third parties may 
already have cloud arrangements themselves 

4. Are third party assurance processes able to deal with greater adoption of 
the cloud? 

5. Can security and privacy approaches be scaled beyond “big corporate 
programmes” to also encompass much smaller cloud initiatives? 
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Thank you 
 
 
 
Alan Jewsbury 
alan.d.jewsbury@uk.pwc.com 
07715 034839 
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